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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
150', 200' & 300' - HI-VIZ FIBERGLASS REEL TAPES
Linear Fiberglass Reel Tapes - Long Handle & Open Case
Lightweight Blaze Orange Open Reel is easy to handle
and rewind. Long handle for fast and effor tless
rewinding. Does not collect dirt in case.
Linear Fiberglass Reel Tapes - Long Handle & Open Frame
Sturdy Blaze Orange Open Frame Reel with long
handle for fast and effortless rewinding.
Shoulder strap included for ease in carrying
Part

Blade

Length

Style

1707

1/2"

150'

Open Reel

O1707

1708

1/2"

200'

Open Frame

O1708

1709

1/2"

300'

Open Frame

O1709

1707 - 150'

Repl. Blade

ROLATAPE R WHEEL MEASURING SYSTEMS
400 Series:
The Rolatape 400 Series is the closest you can come to
an all-purpose measuring wheel. For more than 45 years,
the 400 has been a proven choice for engineers,
contractors, sur veyors and other professionals with
demanding measuring needs. Because of its 4-foot
circumference, it can be used with accuracy on rough
terrain. The 400's highly accurate counter provides
precision measurements up to 100,000 feet (nearly 19
miles) or 100,000 meters (more than 60 miles) without
resetting. Its calibrated wheel provides precise
measurement. And, with its Safety Glo color, it's safer in
high traffic situations. Yet the 400 folds into a compact
17-inch unit, so it's portable and easy to take to sites.
Built-in stand keeps wheel in upright position.
Optional carrying case available.

1708 - 200' /1709 - 300'

400 Series

415 Series:
Through the toughest underbrush and surface conditions,
Rolatape's heavy duty 415 Series can go the distance.
With its precision and durability, the 415 is a standby for
professionals from engineering to agriculture. The 415
features a coated steel disc wheel and a precision counter
capable of measuring 100,000 feet (nearly 19 miles) or
100,000 meters (more than 60 miles) without resetting. Its
calibrated wheel provides precise measurement. Plus,
increments along the disc circumference provide
measurements down to 1 inch or 1 centimeter. An added
safety feature is the 415's Safety Glo coating. Built-in stand
keeps wheel in upright position.
Optional carrying case available.

415 Series

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

